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“Hakkaa päälle!” is the war cry of the Hakkapelites, the Finnish light cavalry in
the service of King Gustavus Adolphus. Hakkaa päälle translates to "Cut them
down!"

Hakkaa päälle! 2016 rules and regulations
Hakkaa päälle! 2016 is a single-day mounted fencing tournament that will this year be invitationonly
national
event.
Tournament
website
can
be
found
online
at:
http://equestrianmartialarts.fi/toiminta/hakkaa-paalle/. If you are interested in taking part of the
tournament in the future, there is a contact form on the website.

TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
The tournament will be held on 11.6.2016 6pm onwards. Equipment checks will be held earlier.
Pools and pool schedule will be online by Friday night. Schedule times are times that the horse and
rider must be ready for equipment check at the tournament area. The schedule for elimination
rounds and finals will be announced as soon as possible after the pools are ranked and scored. Prior
to the pools there will be a briefing of the rules and fencers will have time to ask questions.

TOURNAMENT STRUCTURE
POOL ROUNDS
Participants will be split into two pools of four riders and horses. Each fencer will fence against three
others in the pool. Top two fencers will continue to the elimination rounds. Pool rounds have three
bouts consisting of two attack bouts and one 1 minute long free bout. All legal techniques are worth
maximum of three points in the attack bouts and one point in the free bout.

ELIMINATION ROUNDS
Two highest ranking fencers from each pool round will move on to elimination rounds. The highest
ranking fencer meets the lowest ranking fencer, and the second highest ranking meets the third
highest. If there are fencers with equal numbers of points there will be a draw. Winners of the
elimination rounds will continue to the final, losers will fight for the bronze and winners for the gold.
The elimination rounds consist of two attack bouts and one 1 minute long free bout. All legal
techniques are worth maximum of three points in the attack bouts and one point in the free bout.

FINALS
The finals have three bouts of which two are attack bouts and one is a two minute long free bout.
Scoring is the same as it was in the previous rounds. In tie situations there will be a 30 second extra
time given. If the score is still equal after the extra time, fencers will continue in a sudden death.

TOURNAMENT AREA
The tournament will be held in the riding school Kipinä at Seinäjoki. The tournament area is sized
as 20 m x 20 m. It will be marked on either in a fenced riding arena outside or inside indoor arena
in case of a bad weather.
The tournament area will have a colour marked end for each horse and rider. This is the starting
point for the first attack bout and free bout. The area has also markings for the attack line and the
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point before which the attacker must choose his/her attacking side. Fencers will have colour
armbands (matching to their starting end of the area). Armbands are given by the organiser and
they are to be worn in each arm over the elbow and not under the elbow or arm guards.

ORGANISATION OF THE ROUNDS
Bouts will be judged by a referee and two judges. Each bout will also be attended by a supervisor
who will assist the fencers with the armbands, horses and equipment if necessary.

BOUTS
Each round has three bouts of which the first two are attack bouts. Before the round the referee
assigns the first attacker. The attacker rides in walk from their end of the tournament area along
the marked line. The attacker chooses their side of attack (i.e. which side the horse and rider passes
each other) according to their style and handedness. The side has to be chosen before a marked
point, and the decision is to be definite. The attacker performs a committed attack against their
opponent. The opponent (defender) starts from their end of the tournament area riding in walk
along the marked attack line. They will perform a committed parry and riposte, or a counterattack
against the attack. The attacker must cover themselves against the riposte or counterattack in their
chosen guard but must not attack anymore. The attack and the parry or the counterattack must be
performed before riders pass each other along the line of attack. The riposte can be made towards
the attacker’s back (NOTE!!! Not the neck or back of the head!) above the waist line. Both horse
and rider then ride on to their opponent’s end of the area. Successful technique is worth a maximum
of three points. Scoring more is possible via counter points.
In the second bout the role of attacker is switched, and fencers ride from their opponent’s end
towards their own end of the tournament area. Again the attacker chooses their side of attacking,
performs a committed attack and covers. Opponent (defender) performs a committed parry and a
riposte or counterattack. Scoring is the same, i.e. maximum of three points per bout plus possible
counter points.
The third bout is a free bout with one minute time to fence using the whole tournament area. The
free bout starts from the fencers’ own end in chosen speed (but the horse must be in full control at
all times) and it carries on till one of the fencers scores a point. The referee halts the bout and time
and the score is judged. The horse and rider move to their chosen position on the tournament area
but a minimum of 5 meters away from each other. The referee starts the time and the bout
continues.

ELIMINATION ROUNDS AND FINALS
In elimination rounds and finals a 30 second additional time is given in the free bout if the round
ends in a tie. After the 30 second extra time the bout continues in sudden death. The free bout in
the finals is 2 minutes long.

TOURNAMENT CONDUCT
Both horse and rider wait in their own end of the tournament area and salute each other when the
referee calls ”salute”. Before starting the bout referee makes sure both fencers are ready and calls
”ready?”. If both are ready, referee starts the bout calling ”ride!”. If a fencer scores a hit i.e. gets a
possible point, the judge who saw the hit calls ”point”, after which the referee calls ”halt”. A point
is given (free bout) or the bout ends (attack bouts). In the attack bouts the fencers must advance
towards their set end of the tournament area (i.e. either their own or their opponent’s) or in the
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free bout away from each other in their chosen position but a minimum of 5 meters away from each
other. In the free bout the bout is continued with ”ready?”, ”ride!”. When the allocated time runs
out the referee calls ”time, halt”.

SCORING
SCORING LEGAL TECHNIQUES
Hits with the point, edge or the pommel on legal areas are worth a maximum of two (2) points in
the attack round. Covering after the attack is worth one (1) point. A parry is worth two (2) points
and a riposte is worth one (1) point in the attack bouts. A counterattack is worth three (3) points. In
the free bouts any legal technique is worth one (1) point.
A point is scored if two judges (either both judges or a judge and the referee) call it. If only one judge
calls a point, it will not be scored. In the attack bouts only the attack, cover, parry, riposte or
counterattack will be scored, i.e. maximum score for each bout is three points (counter points are
possible). In free bouts all techniques score one point. Afterblows and simultaneous hits are allowed
and their scoring is the same (1 point). Disarming is worth a point in the free bouts if it is indeed a
disarm and not just a dropped sword. Ambiguous and insufficient techniques may be scored lower
than maximum. The referee has the final authority in unclear scoring etc.
In the attack bouts the attacker must first perform a committed attack to be awarded the point for
covering. Likewise the defender must perform a committed parry to score the point for riposte. The
attack, parry and counterattack must be performed before the fencers pass each other on the attack
line. Riposte can be performed on the back of the attacker over the waist line (NOTE! Not to the
neck or back of the head!).
Very light hits or bad performance in general will not score. Technique, tempo and measure will also
be judged. Grappling or take-downs will not score, but on the other hand accidental falls from the
horse are not penalised. If a fencer fall from their horse, time is halted and appropriate time given
for re-mounting.

COUNTER POINTS
Counter points are possible, i.e. points can be awarded from opponent’s conduct. If in the attack
bouts a horse dodges from the attack line, the bout is run again. If the dodging reoccurs, a point is
given to the opponent, and a third dodge will result in full score of three points and the bout to the
opponent. If the rider cannot get their horse to approach the attack line in one minute from the
start, the bout is scored to the opponent with full three points. In attack bouts the horse mush move
in walk. Other gaits are not allowed. First breaking of the walk will result in re-running the bout,
second break is scored as one point to the opponent, and the third as three points and a bout to the
opponent. IN the attack round the side of the attack must be chosen before the marked point on
the attack line. If the rider switches sides intentionally, the bout is scored with full three points to
the opponent. If the switch happens because of horse disobedience, the conduct will be judged as
in the dodging. Exiting the marked tournament area scored a point to the opponent (any part of
horse or rider). The referee has the final authority in unclear of problematic cases.

ILLEGAL TECHNIQUES AND PENALTIES
Illegal targets are:
•

the horse
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•
•

fencer’s back of the neck and back of the head
all targets below the waist line or the top parts of the saddle (which ever s highest) of the
fencer

The point of the sword must be held over the fencer’s own waist line when mounted - except if one
is yielding with the weapon. Forbidden techniques are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

strikes with the crossguard (the basket of a broadsword does not count as one)
all strikes to the horse
strikes to the back of the neck or back of the head
strikes below the navel or below the upmost parts of the saddle
strikes with the fist, elbow or open hand
kicking
throwing the sword
stopping a blow with the hand (however it is possible to grab opponent’s blade if it’s not
moving)
attacking with the intention of injuring the opponent

Fencers need to be extra careful while thrusting and the thrusts shouldn’t be aimed below the chest.
Uncontrolled use of the weapon will lead to sanctions.
In addition to attacking forbidden targets or using forbidden techniques, sanctions can be given on
behaviour. Unsportsmanlike, unfair and disrespectful behaviour is forbidden. Bad behaviour outside
the bout is also reprehensible.
Being late of one’s bout or leaving the competition area without a permission can lead to
disqualification of the horse and rider. A horse and rider being absent of their bout will always lead
to disqualification.
The use of intoxicants is forbidden in the competition area and its immediate surroundings.
A warning may be given first for the use of forbidden techniques or bad behaviour and a point be
given to the opponent if necessary. In severe cases the person may be judged to having lost the
match or even be eliminated from the whole tournament. The referee has the right to remove a
competitor from the tournament site at any time during the tournament if the person is dangerous
or disrespectful towards other humans or horses present.

GEAR REQUIREMENTS
The swords used in the tournament are provided by the organiser. The bouts are fought with
synthetic single handed swords. There will be at least two models from which the competitor can
choose freely.
The competitors must have an adequate protection for themselves. All gear used must be safe for
the user, the opponents and for the horses. All gear must to be in good condition. The organiser has
some gear for lending – let us know beforehand what you’re missing and in what size. The use of
extra protection is allowed. Following are the mandatory gear.
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CLOTHING
The clothing must be suited for both riding and fencing. No naked skin should be exposed. The boots
must be suited for riding, meaning they must at least have a cuff protecting the ankles and a low
heel.

FENCING MASK
One must use a mask that’s in good condition and not too big.

BACK OF THE HEAD PROTECTION
In addition to a fencing mask, one must have a back of the head protector that protects the whole
of the back of the head and the neck.

NECK PROTECTION
Under the mask one must use a gorget or a neck protector that is sturdy enough. For example an
ice hockey gorget is adequate.

FENCING JACKET
The competitor must use a padded jacket that’s designed for fencing, for example a SPES, PBT or
Leon Paul one. A gambeson will do granted it doesn’t have gaps in it and the lacing is overlapped
and tight. NOTE! Protective riding vest is not adequate protection for the torso, but one can use
one on top of the jacket.

ELBOW PROTECTION
The elbow protection must cover also the sides of the joint.

GLOVES
The gloves must protect the fingers, the wrist and the back of the hand and they must be designed
for fencing. Steel gauntlets are allowed but they mustn’t have any sharp edges or corners.

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL GEAR
•
•
•
•
•
•

An extra padding under the fencing mask
Arm, knee and shin protection
A cup (especially if one’s using a low saddle)
A plastron
Riding boots or chaps
Protection for the horse, such as a visor or chaffron

If an equipment gets broken the competitor has the right to change it to or to borrow an intact one
within a reasonable time limit. The competitor is fully responsible and liable to compensate any
borrowed equipment being broken.
All gear will be checked at the time given in the schedule. The lack of gear will prevent one from
participating a bout.

RULES CONCERNING THE HORSE
All horses must be vaccinated in accordance with the regulations of the Equestrian Federation of
Finland.
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The horse must be healthy, physically in good condition and used to both fencing and other horses.
The organiser has the right to remove a horse that’s in bad condition, sick or dangerous to others
from the site.
The owner of the horse has the right to withdraw the horse from the competition at any time for
any reason. The owner of the horse has the right to determine the gear the horse will use.
The Finnish animal welfare act must be followed while treating the horses. Cruelty towards a horse
will lead to disqualification from the whole tournament.
The horse bits used must be approved by the EFF. Bitless bridles of different construction are
allowed as well as riding without a bridle.
Using EFF approved spurs is allowed.

OTHER ISSUES
Participants do not need a separate licence to compete. Participant compete at their own risk,
organiser recommends insurances for the riders and horses alike.

SAFETY PROTOCOL
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Respect other fencers and riders, always keep safety in mind.
Handle your sword as a weapon. Do not point your weapon outside the tournament area.
Keep the point up while mounted and down when on foot. Remember to check the area
behind you when warming-up and don’t block exits.
Stay on the premises. If you have to leave, do inform your departure to the organisers.
Check the condition of your gear prior to every bout. If you notice any faults or breaks in
your own or other fencers’ gear, point it out. In dangerous situations shout ”STOP!”
In any kind of danger, shout ”STOP!”
If you hear someone shouting “STOP!”, immediately stop whatever you are doing and repeat
the warning by shouting ”STOP!”
Pay attention to other people in the area, spectators, personnel and helpers.
This tournament is meant to be a practise opportunity to fencers and riders of all levels. Be
considerate to opponents of all levels of experience and all kinds of horses. Intentional
unsportmanlike behaviour benefits no-one.
Have FUN! J
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